A GOOD ENVIRONMENT FOR LEARNING • • Do You Know This School? • • Planning for Play • • Healthful School Living • • Tools for Today's Problems
Administration's Concern with School Programs—This important phase of achieving good instructional programs is discussed from several angles. Harold Alberty and Robert Gilchrist contribute articles of special interest to secondary school educators.

Maurice J. Thomas outlines a year-round program with workable guides; Dorothy C. Bahn, a teacher, gives her concept of the teacher's role in administration; and individuals from the Denver public schools discuss the function of the total school personnel in cooperative participation. Marcella Lawler prepares plans with resource persons and their particular responsibilities, and suggestions are given to superintendents for well-organized school systems by Zeno B. Katterle and Don S. Patterson.

Leslie W. Johnson advocates total participation in sound educational platforms. Alice Pittman is another contributor; Walter A. Anderson gives guides to further reading; and Hannah M. Lindahl makes a statement on skills for children.
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